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Intermittent synchronization is observed in a variety of different experimental settings in
physics and beyond and is an established research topic in nonlinear dynamics. When
coupled oscillators exhibit relatively weak, intermittent synchrony, the trajectory in the
phase space spends a substantial fraction of time away from a vicinity of a synchronized
state. Thus to describe and understand the observed dynamics one may consider both
synchronized episodes and desynchronized episodes (the episodes when oscillators are
not synchronous). This mini-review discusses recent developments in this area. We
explain how one can consider variation in synchrony on the very short time-scales,
provided that there is some degree of overall synchrony. We show how to implement
this approach in the case of intermittent phase locking, review several recent examples of
the application of these ideas to experimental data and modeling systems, and discuss
when and why these methods may be useful.
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INTRODUCTION
Synchronization is observed in a variety of physical phenom-
ena and beyond [see, for example, a book 1]. Examples span
from coupled pendula, coupled lasers, and Josephson junctions
in physics [1] to various synchronized phenomena in living sys-
tems [2], in particular, in neuroscience [3]. The latter are also
frequently studied by physicists using techniques and methods of
physics [4, 5].

Synchronization can be defined and measured in different
ways [e.g., 1]. In general, the degree of synchrony is higher if the
coupling between oscillators is stronger so that eventually a syn-
chronization threshold may be reached. For subthreshold values
of coupling (if there is any threshold at all), the oscillators may
exhibit intermittent synchronization phenomena, where dynam-
ics is synchronous on some time-intervals and not synchronous
on others. This partial, intermittent synchrony may be especially
important for biological applications where it may potentially
facilitate high adaptability of biological systems as they react to
different environmental impacts.

Leaving aside a question of how one can properly define a par-
ticular type of synchronization, we would like to consider two
different views of the same kind of synchronized phenomena.
One is the phase space view and the other is the time-series,
observables-based view. Intermittent synchrony from the obser-
vational standpoint is the case, when the time-series of two
oscillators appear to be “synchronized” (correlated in certain
sense and in statistically significant manner) for some tempo-
ral episodes and nonsynchronized for other temporal episodes.
In the phase space view, intermittent synchrony may correspond
to the case, where certain synchronized state (which may or may
not be an invariant synchronization manifold) is not stable, but

nevertheless trajectory enters a vicinity of this state relatively fre-
quently and leaves it relatively slowly. We will discuss here both
views and our recently developed approach for the analysis of this
synchronization/desynchronization dynamics [see 6, 7 for some
original results].

A straightforward approach to the temporal variability of the
synchrony strength is to use sliding short temporal windows for
the analysis. Synchrony within a short window may be checked
for statistical significance [8]. Even though this approach pro-
vides some temporal resolution, this resolution is not expected
to be very high because synchrony is not an instantaneous phe-
nomenon. As the window size becomes shorter, the statistical
significance of synchrony is harder to estimate. In the phase space,
a trajectory may leave from and enter to a vicinity of a synchro-
nized state in relatively short time-intervals, much shorter than
those required for statistically significant estimation of synchrony.

Our new approach is focused on the variability on shorter
time-scales. This is not, of course, a detection of “instantaneous
synchrony,” which does not exist. What we can do is to detect
the presence of some synchrony (in some specific sense) on suffi-
ciently long temporal interval, then to look at how close two states
or two observables are at each instant of time and detect if they are
in synch or not at any particular cycle of oscillations.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
After confirming that some synchrony is indeed present [for
example, one can estimate the phase locking index and confirm
its significance with appropriate statistical test, like in 6], one may
inspect if two systems (signals) are in synchronous state or not at
each instant of time. This can be done with various operational
definitions of synchrony and using different definition of how
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close the signals or states should be to each other to be consid-
ered synchronous. This may depend on a particular system under
study. As an example, we will consider a case of intermittent phase
locking.

The phase can be extracted from the “good” oscillatory data
(the data with relatively narrow and prominent peak in spectrum)
in several ways and we use Hilbert phase [see 1]. Using Hilbert
transform one obtains an analytic signal ζ (t) from a real time
series x(t):

ζ (t) = x (t) + i x(t)

x (t) = 1

π
P. V.

∫ ∞

−∞
x(τ )

t − τ
dτ,

and the phase of the analytic signal ζ (t), say ϕ(t), is the Hilbert
phase of the time series. It is given by

z(t) = ζ (t)

‖ζ (t)‖ = eiϕ(t).

This phase is defined modulo (2π) here. If the phase differ-
ence between two oscillators tends to be close (in some specific
sense) to some constant value, then we can consider this as a
synchronized dynamics.

One can compute a fairly standard phase locking index for two
phases ϕ1(t) and ϕ2(t):

γ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥

1

N

N∑
j = 1

ei�j

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

where �j = ϕ1(tj) − ϕ2(tj) and N is the number of data points
(for the case of discrete time-series). This index varies between

zero (no phase locking) and one (perfect phase locking) and one
can analyze whether it has statistically significant nonzero value
[e.g., using appropriately generated surrogate data 8]. Note that
while dealing with experimental data one might want to use some
kind of signal-to-noise ratio criteria before extracting narrow-
spectrum signal to confirm the presence of oscillations in the
otherwise wide-spectrum processes.

To simplify further analysis we suggest considering return
maps for the phase difference. In other words, we are consider-
ing if the phase difference is close to its preferred (locked) state or
not once per cycle of oscillations. How close it should be depends
on a particular problem under consideration. We will consider the
case, where we require the phase difference to be within π

2 of the
preferred phase difference.

More specifically, let ϕ1(t) and ϕ2(t) be phases of two signals.
Set up a checking point for ϕ1(t), say ϕ0 = const, and record the
value of ϕ2(t) whenever ϕ1(t) crosses the value ϕ0 in positive
direction. This yields a set of consecutive phase values {φi | i =
1, 2, . . . , M}. Then the set of phase differences between two
oscillators is given by {φi − ϕ0| i = 1, 2, . . . , M}. Without loss of
generality, assume that ϕ0 = 0. Then the return map is obtained
by plotting φi + 1vs. φi for i = 1, 2, . . . , M − 1 in (φi, φi + 1)
phase space (see Figure 1). In two extreme cases, fully synchro-
nized or fully desynchronized cases, the return map either would
yield a single point on the diagonal φi + 1 = φi or would fill the
(φi, φi + 1)- space. Since we are considering sufficiently strong
synchrony, return map yields a cluster on the φi + 1 = φi diagonal
due to the presence of synchronous dynamics with some devia-
tions from it. For the uniformity of the analysis, let us move the
center of the cluster to a fixed position, a point with coordinates
( π

2 , π
2 ). Note that (φi, φi + 1) phase space is a 2D torus and the

shift of the cluster to a new center does not disrupt the intrinsic
temporal structure of synchrony.

FIGURE 1 | (A) diagram of the (φi , φi + 1) first-return map. The arrows indicate
all possible transitions from one region to another and r1,2,3,4 indicate the
corresponding transition rates. After the uniform phase shift for all the data, the
synchronized state is in the center of the region I (which is called synchronized
state too) and three other regions are desynchronized states. (B,C) present
examples of two extreme cases of dynamics. (B) numerous short

desynchronizations. Whenever trajectory leaves synchronized region I, it
follows the path II-IV-I and returns back to the synchronized state in the
shortest possible way. Thus there are many short desynchronization episodes.
(C) an opposite example of one, but very long desynchronization event. The
average synchrony levels in both examples are very similar, but the temporal
patterning of synchronization is very much different.
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Next the phase space is partitioned into several regions. There
may be different ways to partition it into synchronized and non-
synchronized regions. However, with our ±π/2 brackets, it is
reasonable to partition it into four equal regions (see Figure 1).
The first region (I) is considered to be a synchronized state while
other regions (II–IV) are considered as desynchronized states.

To study the dynamics of return maps, we define the transi-
tion rates r1,2,3,4 for transitions between four regions of the map
[7]. The rate r1 is the ratio of the number of trajectories escaping
the region I toward the region II to the number of all points in
the region I. Similarly, r2 is the ratio of the number of trajectories
escaping the region II toward the region IV to the number of all
points in the region II; r3 is the ratio of the number of trajectories
escaping the region III toward the region IV to the number of all
points in the region III; r4 is the ratio of the number of trajecto-
ries escaping the region IV toward the region I to the number of
all points in the region IV. Note that the transitions of return maps
are from (φi, φi + 1) to (φi + 1, φi + 2) (that is the second coordi-
nate in the current state, φi + 1, is the first coordinate in the next
state) so that certain transitions are not possible (see Figure 1).

The transition rates vary between zero and one. If r1 is 0, then
the system is in a synchronized state. The higher r1 is, the lower
synchrony strength is. The rate r1 is essentially an inverse of the
mean duration of synchronized episodes (laminar intervals, as
they would be called in the language used to describe intermit-
tency) if it is measured in the number of cycles of oscillations.
Larger values of other three rates promote faster return to the
synchronized state and thus shorter desynchronization episodes.

One can also compute the distribution of durations of desyn-
chronization events [7]. If time is measured in cycles of oscilla-
tions, duration can be defined as the number of cycles that the
system spends away from the synchronized state (region I) minus
one. The shortest desynchronization event corresponds to the
shortest path II → IV → I. We will call this the desynchroniza-
tion episode lasting one cycle of oscillations (in two cycles the
oscillations are again close to the phase locked state).

If transitions are independent, then the distribution of the
durations may be obtained from the transition rates. At least
for some cases the analysis of experimental data suggests that
transitions may be close to independent [6, 9]. Thus one can
apply a Markov chain model. The transition matrix will have
a form

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(1 − r1) r1 0 0
0 0 (1 − r2) r2

0 0 (1 − r3) r3

r4 (1 − r4) 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

and the Markov chain formalism will provide statistical descrip-
tion of the synchronization/desynchronization dynamics (which
may be especially useful if one deals with an ensemble of
synchronized systems).

AN ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE MODEL SYSTEM
To illustrate some of the ideas discussed above, following [7] we
will consider an example of a very simple coupled system: two
coupled skewed tent maps. While this example may be ill-suited to

study phase synchronization [10], it helps to illustrate the major
ideas of our approach using the very simple system (piece-wise
linear maps). Consider a skew tent map

f (a, x) =
{

x
a , if 0 ≤ x ≤ a,

1 − x
1 − a , if a < x ≤ 1,

where 0 < a < 1. We consider two such maps, described by
variables x and y, linearly coupled in the following way:

x (t + 1) = (1 − ε) f (a, x (t)) + εf
(
a, y (t)

)
y (t + 1) = εf (a, x (t)) + (1 − ε) f

(
a, y (t)

)
,

where ε is the coupling strength. The difference of the variables
of two maps � (t) = y (t) − x(t) may serve as a proxy for the
phase difference. The synchronous state is x = y. It becomes sta-
ble for ε larger than a critical value εc. Two Lyapunov exponents
[λ (a) and λ⊥(a, ε)] can be computed analytically [1] and are
not changed if a is changed into (1 − a), i.e., they are symmetrical
about a = 1/2.

Therefore two different pairs of maps with symmetrical values
of a have the same values of Lyapunov exponents (in particu-
lar, the same value of λ⊥(a, ε), which characterizes the stability
of the synchronous state). Thus they have the same expan-
sive/contractive properties on the average. But the two systems are
different. In one case, the map is strongly expansive in a small area
of the phase space, while in the other case the map is less expan-
sive, but the corresponding area is larger. As a result, while the
properties of synchronized dynamics are the same, the properties
of the desynchronized dynamics (such as values of the transition
rates) are different between the two systems [7]. The transition
rates r1,2,3,4 and the distributions of desynchronization episode
durations are markedly different (Figure 2).

APPLICATIONS
A series of applications of these ideas have been published recently
in the area of neuroscience. This is probably not very surpris-
ing. Neural synchrony is believed to be critical for a variety of
cognitive and motor phenomena [3, 11, 12]. Neural systems are
very efficient to process signals from and react to quickly chang-
ing environment so that it may be natural for them to be in an
intermittent state. Neural synchrony is rarely very strong for a
prolonged interval of time. Moreover, excessive neural synchrony
is associated with many brain disorders, such as Parkinson’s
disease or schizophrenia [6, 11, 13–15].

Studies of the mammalian brain in different conditions sug-
gest that the synchronous neural activity is usually punctuated
by numerous, but short desynchronization episodes. Arbitrary
coupled oscillators do not necessarily exhibit this kind of
desynchronization dynamics ([7], also see Figure 2). However,
neural oscillators exhibit short desynchronization pattern in
various settings. It was observed in electroencephalographic
(EEG) recordings in healthy human subjects [9], in the extra-
cellular recordings of neural spiking and local field potential
(LFP) recordings from the subcortical areas in the brain of
Parkinsonian patients [9, 15], and in the LFP recordings from the
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FIGURE 2 | Two pairs of coupled skew tent maps with a = 0.1 (black)

and a = 1 − 0.1 = 0.9 (gray). The coupling value ε = 0.02 and is less than
εc . The coupled “black” and “gray” maps have identical Lyapunov exponents

but different expansive/contractive properties in different areas of the phase
space. (A) the maps, (B) transition rates, and (C) distribution of durations of
desynchronization events.

cortex and hippocampus in brain of healthy and drug-addicted
rodents [16].

Similarly, synchronization between cardiac and respira-
tory rhythms exhibits prevalence of short desynchronizations,
although to a smaller degree than those observed in the neu-
ronal systems. The latter analysis required the generalization of
the approach to 1:m frequency locking cases as cardiorespiratory
synchronization is rarely at 1:1 frequency ratio [17].

These findings may suggest that short desynchronization
dynamics is universal in living neural networks and is likely to
contribute to essential neural functions. One possibility is that
short desynchronization dynamics may facilitate the formation
and breaking of functional neural ensembles whenever needed at
a small expense in a short time.

Some of these results of experimental data analysis (includ-
ing short desynchronization dynamics) have been reproduced in
modeling studies [18–20] and were used to compare the experi-
mental and modeling dynamics [18, 21]. The information about
desynchronizations allows matching the phase spaces of model
and real systems away from the synchronized state (see Discussion
below).

The analysis of the desynchronization episodes may be help-
ful to detect small changes in the coupled oscillatory systems.
It was found that the ratio of the number of short desyn-
chronization to long desynchronizations is sensitive to the early

development of drug addiction, while average synchrony strength
is not significantly affected by initial drug delivery [16].

Finally, it is interesting to note that in the case of the EEG data
from healthy individuals the resulting transition rates are quite
close to values, which satisfy the following condition: (1 − r1) =
r2 = r3 = r4. If this condition is strictly satisfied, then the eigen-
values of the corresponding Markov chain transition matrix are 0
(multiplicity 3) and 1. Thus, if the stationary (and maybe optimal
in some sense) state of pairs of synchronized oscillators is per-
turbed, there will be a very fast convergence back to this stationary
state [9].

DISCUSSION
The approach discussed here is not expected to be useful, if the
coupled oscillators are in the completely synchronized state (or
very close to this state). However, as we discussed above, in many
cases the synchronization observed in nature is quite weak. In
these cases, the oscillators spend substantial amount of time in
the desynchronized state. To better understand the dynamics of
this relatively weak synchrony, one needs to characterize not only
the properties of synchronized state, but also properties of desyn-
chronized states and transitions between them. This is what the
discussed approach is aimed at.

Traditionally, the focus of synchronization analysis is on
the stability of the synchronized state by using, for example,
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Lyapunov exponents. However, if the system is weakly synchro-
nized and does not spend much time in the vicinity of the
synchronized state, the utility of the knowledge about the syn-
chronized state may be limited because the trajectory spends a lot
of time on the periphery of the phase space. The dynamics in these
parts of the phase space (i.e., during desynchronized episodes)
needs to be described too.

Depending on how the synchronized state loses its stability,
different types of intermittent synchronization are possible. But
they are universal in a sense that a particular bifurcation of syn-
chronized state may lead to a particular type of intermittency
regardless of some features of the coupled oscillators. Unlike the
universality of the synchronized episodes, the desynchronized
episodes are not expected to be universal. The mechanism of rein-
jection of the trajectory back to the vicinity of the synchronized
state will depend on the specific properties of oscillators and cou-
pling. Different oscillatory systems with the same types of inter-
mittency and similar strength of phase locking may exhibit dif-
ferent temporal structures of synchronization/desynchronization
events [7]. These differences may be detected and described using
the methods reviewed here.

In light of the apparent lack of universality of desynchroniza-
tions, the persistence of observations of short desynchronization
events in the neural activity of the brain discussed in the previous
section becomes very interesting. It points to the potential sig-
nificance of short desynchronization dynamics. Neural networks
of the brain may have evolved in such a way that the mecha-
nisms of the reinjection to the vicinity of the synchronized state
promote short desynchronization dynamics. This would comple-
ment recent observations and conjectured functional significance
of high variability of synchrony in critical dynamics of the cortex
of the brain [22, 23].

Finally, we would like to note that the use of transition rates
(or other related characteristics of the dynamics) may assist in the
matching models to experimental data [as was done in 18, 23].
Not only the average synchrony strength may be matched, but also
the properties of desynchronizations may be matched too. This
helps to match the structure of the areas of the phase space, which
are away from the synchronized state, but where, nonetheless, the
system spends substantial amount of time.
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